presents

STUDIO JAZZ ENSEMBLE I

and

MODERN JAZZ CONTINGENT

7:30 PM
June 1, 2005
MEANY THEATER
STUDIO JAZZ I

Walkon (CD 14,899)

1 Impression ............ J. Coltrane (arr. Neil Welch)
2 Doing Things ........... Art Brown
3 I Think It's Going to Rain Today ... (arr. Corey Colmey)
4 Bolivia ................ C. Walton (arr. Nathan Vetter)
5 Naima .................. J. Coltrane (arr. Birch Pereira)
6 Sonnymoon for Two ... S. Rollins (arr. Mat Montgomery)

Saxophones:
Art Brown, alto
Matt Wenman, alto
Jon Armstrong, tenor
Neil Welch, tenor
Nicole Barnes, baritone

Trumpets:
Mat Montgomery
Scott Morning
Ben Clark
Sarah Nelson
Ed Castro

Trombones:
Jenny Kellogg
Nathan Vetter
Emma Yantis
Erik Burrough
J. J. Cooper

Brian Kinsella/Jimmy Cho, piano
Tarik Abouzied, vibes
Luke Bergman, bass
Chris Icasiano, drums

MODERN JAZZ CONTINGENT

CD 14,900

1 Score in C ........... Shelly Devlin
2 4.0 .................. Bob Hull
3 B# or B Phat ......... Gwen Bayly
4 In Progress .......... R. Scott Morning
5 New One ............. Chris Campbell
6 I Believe ............ Lana Abramova
7 Han Solo's Revenge ... Aaron Jenkins

Saxophones:
Gwen Bayly, soprano
Art Brown, alto
Aaron Jenkins, tenor
Nick Torella, tenor
Karl Baker, baritone

Holly Hess, clarinet
Lana Abramova, flute

Trumpets:
Scott Morning
Shelly Devlin

Chris Campbell, keyboards
Cameron Peace, guitar
Arick Gouwerok, bass
Bob Hull, drums
Tarik Abouzied, drums/vibes